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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following activities are associated with the
closing phase of a project? (Choose two.)
A. Quality assurance
B. Archiving of project documents
C. Lessons learned
D. Risk mitigation
E. Tracking of expenditures
Answer: B,C
Explanation:
References:
Kim Heldman, CompTIA Project+ Study Guide, 2nd Edition, Sybex,
Indianapolis, 2017, p. 338, 339

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are creating entities that will have unmapped fields.
You need determine which types of unmapped fields to use.
Which field types should you use? To answer, drag the
appropriate field types to the correct requirements. Each field
type may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may
need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view
content.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Box 1: Computed
Computed field: Value is generated by an SQL view computed
column.
During read, data is computed by SQL and is fetched directly
from the view.
Box 2: Computed
Box 3: Virtual
Virtual field:
Is a non-persisted field.
Is controlled by custom X++ code.
Read and write happens through custom X++ code.
Virtual fields are typically used for intake values that are
calculated by using X++ code and can't be replaced by computed
columns.
Box 4: Virtual
Virtual field is a non-persisted field.
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/fin-ops-core/dev-i
tpro/data-entities/data-entity-computed-columns-virtual-fields

NEW QUESTION: 3
A copied test plan snapshot does not retain the contents of
which section?
A. quality objectives
B. exit criteria
C. formal review
D. business objectives
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
You have replaced disks on a system under the VxVM control and
you get an error "VxVM vxconfigrestore ERROR V-5-1-6012 There
are two backups that have the same disk group name with
different disk group id".
How will you resolve this error?

A. Delete the backup file, in dginfo, /etc/vx/cbr/bk/diskgroup.
dgid/ dgid.dginfo.
B. Rename one of the disk groups.
C. Specify the disk group by its ID rather than by its name.
D. Specify the disk group by its name rather than by its ID.
Answer: C
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